
Gabriel and Raptor Technologies Partner to Provide Comprehensive Solution for Keeping
K-12 Schools Safe

Leading Safety Companies Set New Standard for Communication and Response During Critical
Events

HOUSTON, July 12, 2022 – Gabriel, a leader in smart incident response solutions, and Raptor
Technologies, the leading provider of school safety software, today announced they will
integrate their best-in-class safety and security offerings to enhance security for K-12 schools
and districts.

The partnership brings together Gabriel’s solutions for incident response with Raptor’s robust
emergency management and reunification tools, setting a new standard for communication and
response during emergencies. Raptor’s K-12 schools can now leverage Gabriel’s early
detection capabilities, the use of their Smart Shield panic button, and provide responders with
visibility and communication inside of a situation. In addition, by using Raptor® Connect™, the
two solutions will link with Raptor® Alert™, a mobile panic button for schools.

“School districts across the country are recognizing the value of being able to quickly initiate an
alert and notify first responders in the event of a school emergency,” said Chris Noell, chief
product officer, Raptor Technologies. He continued, “By integrating with Gabriel we can provide
even faster alerts and enhance responder capabilities with eyes and ears inside the scene.
There is nothing else like this in the market.”

Raptor Alert is currently used by more than 7,500 schools nationwide to help school districts
respond to emergencies. Many states, including Texas, Florida, New Jersey, New York and
others, have earmarked funding or created mandates to make mobile panic alerts available to
schools. Last year, Raptor Alert was chosen by 25% of Florida schools to achieve compliance
with Alyssa’s Law mandate’s calls for panic buttons that directly connect to law enforcement.

“This partnership is making Gabriel’s smart technology available to more schools than ever
before, and highlights our shared mission of improving preparedness and safety for our most
precious people and communities.” said Yoni Sherizen, Co Founder and CEO of Gabriel.
“Combining Raptor’s expansive reach and feature set with our smart detection and automation
creates a truly unique offering. Together we bring a holistic approach to stopping critical
incidents quickly and improving preparedness dramatically.”

Gabriel’s virtual command dashboard can be shared with any responder, giving them situational
awareness and communication inside the scene - even before help has arrived. Together with
Raptor, the new offering will include live video from inside the building, hot zone mapping,
omnichannel communication, and early-warnings to nearby facilities to protect the area when
seconds save lives.

https://www.gabrielprotects.com/
https://raptortech.com/
https://raptortech.com/


Raptor, through Raptor Connect, is focused on creating an open, flexible, and user-friendly
platform for the School Safety industry. Through this new partner program, Raptor works with
best-in-class companies like Gabriel and invites additional partners to join the Raptor Ready
ecosystem of partners. Find out more by going to: https://raptortech.com/raptor-connect/

About Raptor Technologies
Founded in 2002, Raptor has partnered with over 50,000 schools globally, including over 5,000
K-12 US school districts, to provide integrated visitor, volunteer, emergency management, and
safeguarding software and services that cover the complete spectrum of school and student
safety. To learn more about Raptor Technologies, visit www.raptortech.com.

About Gabriel
Gabriel is a startup founded on the belief that next-generation technology will save lives and
reduce harm in the growing range of public safety threats we face every day. Gabriel’s proven
technology is detecting trouble earlier, automating the response, and empowering everyone
involved with the tools needed to keep safe. Schools, businesses and a growing number of
communities depend on Gabriel as it sets the new standard for safety and security. To learn
more, visit www.gabrielprotects.com.

https://raptortech.com/raptor-connect/
https://www.gabrielprotects.com/

